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Public poll performance
In the context of expectations and history
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Prediction models expressed confidence



Did the campaigns agree? Late ad allocation

• Competitive states sequenced by election 
forecast assessment of Biden win probability 

• Poll averages from FiveThirtyEight accessed 
10/26/20

• Market totals reflect number of TV airings 
by candidate, party, and independent allies 
per media market in state, 9/28 to 10/11.

• Advertising volume from Wesleyan Media 
Project / Kantar Media

• New Hampshire (which includes Portland 
ME, Boston MA, Burlington VT media markets) 
dropped from table



National public polls over time

• Aijk=log[(rijk/dijk)/(Rjk/Djk)]
• A = 0 when odds ratio is 1, or 

perfect agreement btw. polls and 
election result

• Standardized to election results for 
comparability across elections



How did late public 
Nevada polls 
perform?

• Actual Result: Biden (D) 50.0, Trump (R) 47.7
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How did 
projections 
for Nevada 
perform?
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The sources of survey 
error

Surveys are getting things largely right, but there is a sense that 
something is off



Total Survey 
Error

Statistical Error: Closeness of the survey 
estimate to the true population 
parameter

Measurement Error: The validity and 
reliability of the survey measures for 
the concept under study

Sampling Error: Does each member of 
the population have an equal (or at 
least known) probability of observation



Statistical error: “How can you assume something about so 
many people based on talking to just a few?”

• The least troublesome category of error
• But remains ignored by most media coverage, e.g. 

“Biden leads by 2”
• Even state level polls are almost always sufficiently 

powered
• Aggregators like to narrow this further but can carry 

through correlated sampling and measurement errors 
while having little effect on Cis and providing an illusion 
of greater precision.



Measurement error: the shy Trump voter

• (AKA Social Desirability Bias)
• Has been observed in turnout, donations

• If true, what might we expect to see:
• Differences in Trump support by survey mode
• Lower Trump undermeasurement in areas with higher 

Trump vote
• List designs exposing greater Trump support



Sampling error: identifying likely voters

• Confining the sample to those who will vote is 
always a problem (especially in the US)
• The pandemic had two major impacts on making 

this determination:
1. Politics became highly salient for more people 

through public health policy, scientific funding, 
stimulus, unemployment, etc.

2. Mode of voting changed for large portions of the 
electorate



Sampling error: partisan non-response

• A correlation between response probability and vote 
intention: when things are going badly for a 
candidate, their supporters tend to stop 
participating in polls
• Has had some explanatory power for pre-election 

“swings”
• Weighting on past vote can compensate



Sampling error: distrust of institutions

• Cooperation rates for all types of surveys are dropping, a 
problem for market research, public health, academia, 
politics, etc.
• Some decline is attributable to communication changes, 

social changes
• But distrust of institutions has steadily grown. If a 

general distrust that decreases survey cooperation is 
correlated with support for certain candidates, then 
estimates will be biased (see 2018 vs. 2016 and 2020)



How do political polls look going 
forward?

• Political surveys have a cooperation problem, even 
with an outsider populist not on the ballot
• Journalists and prediction modelers foster 

unrealistic accuracy expectations
• The landscape is increasingly crowded with surveys 

that have political, profit, or other incentives instead 
of an accuracy incentive


